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TelStrat Capture
Screen Recording & Live Monitoring  
with Synchronized Audio Playback

Capture the Big Picture of Operations  
from the Smallest Screen Details
To optimize your contact center, business workforce processes and employee performance, you need insight into every agent 

interaction with customers. TelStrat Capture transparently and efficiently integrates with TelStrat Record to provide a complete  

record of all call audio and screen activity.

With TelStrat Capture, you get a clear view into all aspects of customer interactions. When you are able to see the smallest  

details as part of a larger and holistic view, you can more easily and effectively optimize your workforce.

Screen Capture 
View the activities on your agentsÕ screens and create opportunities to fine-tune your contact centerÕs call-related operational process. 

Know what an agent emailed in response to a customer request during a call, and how a question was posed or answered in a chat 

session. See how an agent responded to a call-related social media request or the efficiencies of a new procedure or fulfillment 

application. These are just a few of the insights you can glean with a view into your agentsÕ screen activities. 

Search & Playback
Whether you want to evaluate an agent, download customer calls to 

a presentation or troubleshoot customer interactions, itÕs all possible 

through multimedia playback of customer calls. And if you want to zero  

in on voice-plus-screen interactions, itÕs easy with TelStrat RecordÕs  

laser-focused search and advanced playback capabilities.
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Benefits
¥ Enhance service quality by monitoring and analyzing agent skills 

¥ Ensure agents are adhering to processes 

¥ Prove your agents are complying with process standards 

¥ Verify transactions 

¥ Improve your ability to troubleshoot and resolve disputes

¥ Discover flaws or inefficiencies in agent application software by conducting usability tests 

¥ Build a resource library of actual call handling to train new agents

¥ Pinpoint errors in customer fulfillment to remedy issues, recognize common agent oversights,  

 and identify supplementary training needs 

Features
Monitor agent desktops in real-time 
With TelStrat Capture, you can monitor any port or agent screen until the monitor session is closed. Plus, because TelStrat Capture 

continuously monitors each agent after the call is complete and includes multiple screen monitoring, you can coach your whole team 

simultaneously in real-time.

 

Support for multiple monitors and resolutions 

If your agents use multiple screens, you can still get the insight you need. Record the entire desktop, regardless of screen resolution 

or number of monitors. And, play back and review captures of multi-monitor sessions on either a single monitor or multiple monitors.

Low workstation, network, and storage impact 
To save bandwidth and storage, TelStrat Capture only records screen activity when changes take place on the employeeÕs monitor 

during a call. With industry-leading compression, you wonÕt notice any network lag and your agents wonÕt see any indication their 

screens are being captured.

Set up automated screen capture through flexible  
and intuitive rules-based scheduling
Capture screen activity for all voice recordings in TelStrat 

Record or selectively narrow your screen capture criteria. 

TelStrat Capture can be easily configured to capture at-home 

agents or remote offices as well.

https://www.serenova.com/
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Encrypt for PCI and many other compliance regulations 
Contact centers often have many compliance regulations, particularly in industries such as finance and healthcare. Ensure that 

you more than meet compliance requirements for PCI-DSS, HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, FIPS, and other regulatory requirements with 

EngageÕs 1024, 2048, or 4096-bit RSA encryption, flexible user access levels, granular permission control, and secure web access 

using SSL/HTTPS protocol. Use the complimentary REST API to stop and restart capture recording of sensitive data. 

Search available screen captures using TelStrat RecordÕs one-click filtering 
Drill down through millions of call results by any combination of metrics in the recording database. To perform more complex 

searches, select TelStrat RecordÕs custom search tool to combine any group of fields. Quick filter icons enable one-click filtering  

of your search results to help narrow the results to the specific recording you need.

Play back voice and screen interactions or download into a shareable movie 
Once youÕve located the interaction of interest, analysis is simple - play the multimedia clip on your desktop. Share the  

voice-plus-screen .WMV movie on a network or email it directly from the intuitive interface to authorized users.

About Serenova (formerly TelStrat)
Serenova has transformed the customer experience. Over a decade ago, the company realized technology didnÕt exist that could 

deliver immediate, consistent, and exceptional service. So, it created a true cloud contact center solution that could. The result is 

the ability to unify everything from customer engagement to quality management to analytics. This single source of truth provides 

global brands insights about customer information and experiences as they pivot between channels such as SMS, voice, or 

Facebook messenger.

Whether itÕs technology, healthcare, or retail, brands from all industries come to Serenova 

for its global coverage and deep integrations into the business systems used every 

day. Why is this important? It creates the opportunity to keep pace with customers 

by quickly scaling up across the enterprise or out geographically. Recognized by 

analysts such as Gartner, Serenova is committed to building on an 18-year legacy 

leading the way in cloud-based contact center innovations.  

 

To learn more, visit www.serenova.com. For live updates, follow @SerenovaShine.
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